Guide to activating accounting software
connection – BGL Simple Fund 360
An accounting software connection can be activated to automatically feed
external asset and additional Self Managed Super Fund (SMSF) information
(such as member balances, member contributions caps and pension limits)
through to an SMSF’s BT Panorama account.

Overview
An accounting software connection is available where an accountant has been registered with BT Panorama and linked to
an SMSF's BT Panorama account.
The following guide describes how to activate the connection for linked accountants who use BGL Simple Fund 360
software to administer the SMSF.
There are two key parts to activating a connection:
A) The adviser or investor (where no adviser is present) requests to connect to accounting software, and
B) The accountant authorises the connection to their software for that SMSF account.
If authorisation has already been provided to the accountant previously, please refer to the last section in this guide:
‘Update an authorisation to include BT Panorama access to an additional SMSF’.
If you are an accountant, please contact the BT Panorama registered financial adviser or BT Panorama Support on
1300 881 716 (for an investor where no adviser is present) for help on the registration and linking process, if required.

Part A: Request connection – adviser (or investor,
where no adviser is present)
If you are an adviser or investor (where no adviser is
present), you can request to connect to an accountant’s
BGL Simple Fund 360 software.
To request an accountant’s authorisation:
1. Sign in to BT Panorama.
2. Select the SMSF account you wish to connect
to accounting software.
3. Navigate to Portfolio views > External assets and
select Connect (
).
4. Confirm the connection request by selecting
Connect (
).
An email notification will be sent to the linked accountant to
notify them of your request. The connection will be
activated once they authorise the connection. If they
previously provided authorisation covering this SMSF, the
connection will be activated immediately.

Part B: Authorise connection – accountant
If you are an accountant linked to an SMSF BT Panorama account, you may receive a request to authorise connection to
your accounting software.
To authorise BT Panorama to access the SMSF's details within BGL Simple Fund 360 you can choose from the following
two options:
1. Authorise BT Panorama to access all of your SMSFs on BGL Simple Fund 360.
–– By authorising access to all SMSFs upfront, you will not need to provide authorisation again if an adviser or investor
(where no adviser is present) subsequently requests access on behalf of an additional SMSF.
–– BT Panorama will only request information from BGL for SMSFs that have a BT Panorama account and where the
adviser or investor (where no adviser is present) on that account has requested to connect to your accounting
software.
–– BT Panorama will send you a notification each time an additional SMSF is linked.
2. Authorise BT Panorama to access one or more selected SMSFs on BGL Simple Fund 360.
–– By only authorising select SMSFs, you will subsequently need to update the authorisation each time an adviser or
investor (where no adviser is present) requests access on behalf of an additional SMSF.
With either option you need to ensure the SMSF’s ABN is recorded in BGL360 so that we can link the data.

Option 1: Authorise BT Panorama to access all of
your SMSFs
1. Sign in to BT Panorama.
2. From your client list, select the account that the adviser
or investor has requested access to.
3. Within the account, navigate to Portfolio > External
assets and select Authorise (
).
A modal is displayed to confirm connection with
BGL Simple Fund 360.
4. Select Connect (

).

BGL is displayed in a separate window.
5. Sign in to BGL (if you are not already signed in).
The Please Confirm page is displayed.
6. Select Authorise (
) to authorise connection for
all current SMSFs as well as automatically authorise any
subsequent requests.
You will be redirected back to BT Panorama. The
connection is now activated and the SMSF's external
assets and additional SMSF information are now retrieved
directly from the accounting software.

Option 2: Authorise BT Panorama to access one or
more selected SMSFs
1. Sign in to BT Panorama.
2. From your client list, select the account that the adviser
or investor has requested access to.
3. Within the account, navigate to Portfolio > External
assets and select Authorise (
).
A modal is displayed to confirm connection with
BGL Simple Fund 360.
4. Select Connect (

).

BGL is displayed in a separate window.
5. Sign in to BGL (if you are not already signed in).

The Please Confirm page is displayed.
6. To specify the SMSF you want to authorise access to,
first select the icon showing the number of funds ( ).

A page showing enabled and disabled funds is displayed.
By default, the Auto Enable Funds toggle option is set to
(
). This means that every current SMSF and any newly
added SMSF will be automatically authorised (once
Authorise is selected).
7. Set the toggle to NO (Auto Disable Funds) if you do
not wish to authorise new SMSFs automatically.
8. Place funds in either the Enabled Funds or Disabled
Funds lists using the arrows (
) to move the SMSFs
from one list to the other.
The example on the right shows one SMSF in the Enabled
Funds list and the remaining SMSFs in the Disabled
Funds list.
9. Once you have specified the enabled and disabled
SMSFs, select
in the top-left corner.
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10. The icon showing the number of authorised SMSFs is
updated with your selection. Confirm the authorisation
by selecting Authorise (
).
You will be redirected back to BT Panorama. The
connection is now activated and the SMSF's external assets
and additional SMSF information are now retrieved directly
from the accounting software.

Update an authorisation to include BT Panorama
access to an additional SMSF
If you previously provided authorisation for BT Panorama to
access individual SMSFs only, and an adviser or investor has
requested access to an additional SMSF, you will need to
update the authorisation to allow this connection. This can
be done via BGL Simple Fund 360.
1. Sign in to BGL.
2. Navigate to CONNECT ( ) > CONNECTIONS and
select Manage my API Token (
).

3. On the Token Manager page, select the access token
for BT Panorama (selecting anywhere on the token will
take you to the next page).

4. Select the additional SMSFs for the token authorisation
by clicking the radio button to the left of each fund
name.
5. Select the save icon ( ) in the top right corner of the
page to save the changes.
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For more information
support@panorama.com.au (investors)
professional@panorama.com.au (advisers, accountants)
Important information
BT Portfolio Services Ltd ABN 73 095 055 208 AFSL 233715 (BTPS) operates Panorama Investments and administers Panorama Super.
BT Funds Management Limited ABN 63 002 916 458 AFSL 233724 (BTFM) is the trustee and issuer of Panorama Super, which is part of
Retirement Wrap ABN 39 827 542 991. Westpac Financial Services Ltd ABN 20 000 241 127 AFSL 233716 (WFSL) is the responsible entity
and issuer of interests in BT Managed Portfolios. Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL and Australian credit licence
233714 (Westpac) is the issuer of the BT Cash Management Account (BT CMA). Together, these products are referred to as the Panorama
products. A Product Disclosure Statement or other disclosure document (PDS) for the Panorama products can be obtained by contacting
BT on 1300 784 207 or by visiting bt.com.au. You should obtain and consider the relevant PDS before deciding whether to acquire, continue
to hold or dispose of interests in the Panorama products. In addition, BTPS is the provider of the Panorama SMSF Establishment Service and
the Panorama SMSF Administration Service. The Guide and Terms and Conditions for these services are available by contacting BTPS.
BTPS, BTFM and WFSL are subsidiaries of Westpac. Apart from any interest investors may have in Westpac term deposits, Westpac
securities or the BT CMA acquired through the Panorama products, an investment in, or acquired using, the Panorama products is not an
investment in, deposit with or any other liability of Westpac or any other company in the Westpac Group. These investments are subject to
investment risk, including possible delays in repayment of withdrawal proceeds and loss of income and principal invested. Westpac and its
related entities do not stand behind or otherwise guarantee the capital value or investment performance of any investments in, or acquired
through, the Panorama products. © BT Portfolio Services Ltd 2019. This document provides an overview or summary only and it should not
be considered a comprehensive statement on any matter or relied upon as such. Information current as at June 2019.
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